
WeatherAction on Line forecast Shop  
Monthly forecasts up to 30 / 45 days ahead  http://bit.ly/utWrvj   

 •••• UK + Ire maps & graphs  •••• Euromaps Region weather + Pressure scenarios 
 •••• USA maps – scenarios, extremes + dangerous weather .  
•••• World Extremes - Red Warnings, Tornado, Quake (Trial) risk ( RTQ) 

Longer range forecasts up to 12 months ahead Weathe rAction +44(0)2079399946  

Coronal Hole Jan9 http://bit.ly/yM7s6L - 
implies (under PiersC’s SLAT) main 
solar-Earth effect Jan10 to Jan13/14 

BI WeatherAction one line 10-13 Jan page one summary forecast (nb full detail p 3) 
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Storms & quakes confirm top 

Red warning ~Jan 11-13 (Report 1) 
• Solar coronal action and quakes suggest 11-13th top (‘R5’) 

WeatherAction Red warning period coming one day early. 

• Standard Meteorology changing 1 & 2 day ahead forecasts 

towards WeatherAction 12 weeks ahead forecast. 
 

Storm events USA & UK which were specifically forecast by WeatherAction in long 
range and new major earthquakes around trial dates predicted are confirming 
WeatherAction’s top level (‘R5’) Red warning ~11-13 Jan (one day uncertainty).  
 

“The well placed coronal hole on Jan 9th (pic right) suggests, under our Solar Lunar Action 
Technique, major  Earth effects from ~10th for a few days. The massive M7.3 quake event on 10th 
18:37 UTC off Sumatra, Indian Ocean (http://bit.ly/AfIamf & http://on.doi.gov/yg1E9L) supports 
that view. This puts our ‘R5’ 11-13th weather extreme and major Quake-Volcano (trial) period 
probably coming 10-13th, a day early, as did our previous period (R4) right, http://bit.ly/xLiVTM ”, 
said Piers Corbyn astrophysicist of WeatherAction.com . 

TV & Met O forecasts underestimating winds ~10-13th. 
- See also Report2 later 

“We warned that standard meteorology would underestimate our specific stormy weather type of events 
forecast for USA and UK ~10-13th (espec 11-13) and that is now apparent with TV forecasts 1 & 2 days 
ahead changing towards our long range forecasts (12 weeks ahead for USA). 
  

Our NE USA 10-13th (esp 11-13th) snowstorm event is confirmed in timing & region: WeatherAction 
2 week ahead forecast, and Accuweather 2 day ahead, below.   Although it may end up less snowy than 

we expected we must wait for full results in Report2. 
 
Our UK ‘torpedo’ low 10-13th (esp 
11-13th), forecast note below is being 
confirmed in timing and general track 
with standard Met increasing winds and 
putting the track further South forecast 
by forecast (eg sub-low newly placed 
OVER Scotland for11th 18:00 below). 
It will probably not track as far south as 
we first expected ~4 weeks ahead but 
details of further changes in standard 
short range forecasts should be closely 
watched and we will report further.  

 
   + WeatherAction QV, Quake-Volc, ‘RTQ’ trial forecast 
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